HEROES II - THE SUCCESSION WARS

Opening Cinematic
(Shot of a magnificent crypt shutting its doors.)

Narrator: The troubles all began three years ago, with the passing of the old king, Lord Ironfist.
(Shot of a wall lit by a single torch. Two portraits hang from the wall. The portrait on the left depicts a scowling, bearded man with red eyes. The portrait on the right depicts a smiling man with blue eyes.)
Narrator: The king left two sons...
(Close-up on the portrait of the smiling man.)
Narrator: Roland was good, kindly, and honorable...
(Close-up on the portrait of the scowling man.)

Narrator: While Archibald was... not so good. Traditionally, the choice of the heir...
(Shot of a boat sailing across a river.)

Narrator: Falls to the Royal Seer.
(A shadowy figure suddenly emerges from some trees on the riverbank. The figure calls down a lightning bolt that sinks the boat, and runs off.)

Narrator: But he died in a tragic boating accident. His successors' luck was no better...
(Shot of a man falling out of a tall tower and into the moat below.)
Narrator: ... with Frederick falling out of a window...
(Shot of a man in the countryside being attacked by a dragon.)
Narrator: ... Robert slain by a dragon...
(Shot of shadows being cast on a dining room wall. A man is lifting a goblet to his lips. The man suddenly collapses, and his goblet rolls across the table.)
Narrator: ... and Johann dying of food poisoning. Archibald accused Roland of murdering the seers...
(Shot of a desk lit by a single candle. An opened scroll is sitting on the desk.)
Narrator: ... and issued a proclamation against Roland.
(Shot of a castle in the middle of the night. A man on horseback is riding out of its gates.)
Narrator: Fearing for his life, Roland fled the place for his castle in the west.
(Shot of shadows on a wall. Two men appear be discussing something. A bag of gold is lying on a table beside the wall.)
Narrator: With Roland gone... 

(A different shot of the table. A dagger suddenly pierces the table, right beside the bag of gold.)
Narrator: ... Archibald was able to influence the new Seer's decision.
(Return to the previous shot of the table, but now with the dagger.)
Narrator: The Seer chose Archibald...
(Return to the close-up of the scowling man - Archibald's - portrait. The man now has a crown atop his head.)

Narrator: ... and Archibald crowned himself King the next day.
(Return to the shot of both portraits. The one on the right - Roland's - has been heavily defaced.)
Narrator: And so, the war for succession began...
(Fade to black, followed by another shot of the two portraits as seen at the very beginning - Archibald's does not have the crown, and Roland's is not defaced.)
Narrator: Choose your lord.

Roland's Campaign

Roland Ironfist: "My faithful vassal, I greet your pledge of loyalty with gratitude and relief. As you know, my wicked brother Archibald has seized my father's castle and usurped the throne. Only the lords nearest the castle have been quick to swear allegiance to him, but I fear even distant lords may take the oath in the absence of a viable alternative. I am determined to provide that alternative, even if it means making war on vassals formerly loyal to my father. Therefore, it is with a heavy heart that I must order you to compel the loyalty of the barons nearest my summer palace by force of arms. Since we cannot afford to fail, I have provided you with a sum of gold sufficient to the task. I have also provided you with a magical amulet to help coordinate our war efforts. Wear it always, and we will be in constant communication."
Scenario 1: Force of Arms
Scenario Description: Roland needs you to defeat the lords near his castle to begin his war of rebellion against his brother. They are not allied with each other, so they will spend most of their time fighting with one another. Victory is yours when you have defeated all of their castles and heroes.
Introduction: There are three enemy castles to the north. Capture them in the name of Roland the true King!

Victory: "Well done! Our initial move is an unqualified success. Unfortunately, we have no time to celebrate. The remainder of the local nobility is less than pleased with our military victories, and have organized their defenses against us. It is up to you to put down their rebellion, but I will need the forces you raised in your previous mission to secure that region properly. Once again, I needn't remind you of the seriousness of your mission. We must win in order to secure the taxes necessary to finance the war against Archibald. I am giving you the last of my gold to raise the armies you will need to force their surrender."

Scenario 2: Annexation
Scenario Description: The local lords refuse to swear allegiance to Roland, and must be subdued. They are wealthy and powerful, so be prepared for a tough fight. Capture all enemy castles to win.

Introduction: You've received a message from Roland. "In the absence of a strong leader, the local lords have fallen to fighting. Uniting this area is critical to our cause, so we must not fail. Leaving your castle undefended in this highly contested region will surely lead to defeat. I'm counting on you."
Victory: "Congratulations! A splendid display of military acumen. With the financial backing of this rich farming region, we now have the gold it takes to win this war. Now we need to secure the resources. Our enemy Archibald has begun to move troops into the mountainous mining regions in the south known as Carator, and we need to oppose him and seize these resources for ourselves. At the same time, I have received a plea for help from Roklin, King of the Dwarves. Archibald's warlocks have attacked a dwarven village four days ago, slaughtering every last man, woman, and child in their quest for dwarven gold. Finding none, they press their attack against the rest of the dwarven holdings. My general, I seek your counsel. Shall we launch an immediate attack on Archibald's forces in Carator, or shall we go to the aid of the dwarves?"

Scenario 3: Save the Dwarves (Optional)

Scenario Description: Your task is to defend the Dwarves against Archibald's forces. Capture all of the enemy towns and castles to win, and be sure not to lose all of the dwarf towns at once, or the enemy will have won.
Introduction: Your forces are thinly spread in an effort to defend all the dwarf towns (which may not be transformed into castles). Consolidate your forces and smite the enemy before the towns fall.

Sign #1: Dwarf Hall, domain of the dwarf King.

Sign #2: Danger, Dragons abound!

Victory: "Roklin has sent a messenger to convey his undying gratitude for your assistance against the warlocks. In return for your aid, Roklin has promised you the unconditional support of the dwarves for as long as you should serve me. Already, he has sent troops to the Carator Mountains in anticipation of your move against Archibald. His forces await your command."

If Your Heroes Attack Dwarves or Battle Dwarves From This Point On: The dwarves recognize their allies and gladly join your forces.
If Your Heroes Attack Dwarves or Battle Dwarves From This Point On (With Full Army): The dwarves hail you, "Any friend of Roland is a friend of ours. You may pass."

Scenario 4: Carator Mines

Scenario Description: You will face four allied enemies in a straightforward fight for resources and treasure. Capture all of the enemy castles for victory.
Introduction: This area is rich in resources. Explore, but beware, a castle left undefended will quickly fall.

Sign #1: A gift of gold, M'Lord, from the people of Enroth, to the people of Enroth. Good luck, and may God save true King Roland!
After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!
Victory: "Our seizure of the Carator Mines has strengthened our position immeasurably. This strength, in turn, has begun to convince some of the more cautious lords to join our righteous struggle. Two of these neutrals have finally agreed to join our side. Their strongholds lie in a key valley that be controlled in order to maintain supply lines to Archibald's castle. Your orders are to raise an army from the local population and launch an attack against the other two disloyal barons in the valley. Once this objective has been achieved, we will be firmly in control of the continent's resources and will at last shift from defense to offense."
Betrayal Offer: "General, this is King Archibald speaking. Your exploits in the field have impressed me, and I have decided to offer you one chance to join me and receive a proper reward. I can offer riches and power that my brother can only dream of. Wealth and power against the certainty of the hangman's noose when I inevitably crush my brother's feeble forces. Well, what do you say?"

Scenario 5: Turning Point
Scenario Description: Your enemies are allied against you and start close by, so be ready to come out fighting. You will need to own all four castles in this small valley to win.
Introduction: One of your "allies" has joined Archibald. You now face an opponent with three castles to your one. Good luck!

Sign #1: Long live Roland the true King.

Victory: "My Seer tells me that you have turned down an offer to betray me. Once again, it seems I am in your debt. You may rest assured that when all this is over your service will not go unrewarded. I have received a request for aid from the sorceresses of Noraston. Their public declaration for me has made them the object of Archibald's wrath. Archibald has sent a large army to make an example of them. They must be defended if we are to maintain our diplomatic credibility. I am sending Lord Halton to assist you in your efforts to rally the sorceresses. And once again, thank you."

Scenario 5 (If Archibald-Aligned Player Turned to Roland's Side): Betrayal

Scenario Description: Switching sides leaves you with three castles against the enemy's one. This battle will be the easiest one you will face for the rest of the war... traitor.

Introduction: You have received a message from Archibald. "HOW DARE YOU BETRAY ME! I will see your head on the block alongside your new master's once I have won."

Sign #1: Long live Roland the true King.

Victory: "You've made the right decision! If you remain true to your service with me, you may rest assured that when all this is over your service will not go unrewarded. I have received a request for aid from the sorceresses Noraston. Their public declaration for me has made them the object of Archibald's wrath. Archibald has sent a large army to make an example of them. They must be defended if we are to maintain our diplomatic credibility. I am sending Lord Halton to assist you in your efforts to rally the sorceresses. And once again, thank you."

Scenario 6: Defender
Scenario Description: The Sorceress' guild of Noraston has requested Roland's aid against an attack from Archibald's allies. Capture all of the enemy castles to win, and don't lose Noraston, or you'll lose the scenario. (Hint: there is an enemy castle on an island in the ocean.)
Introduction: You've received a message from the guild. "Thank God you've arrived! We're under siege from two enemies from the north and one from across the sea. Please save us, you're our only hope."

Sign #1: Welcome to the sorceress' guild.

Wyrm's Arrival: Scouts report the notorious necromancer "Wyrm" has been sighted to the northeast.

Bottle #1: Help!

Sign #2: The Rock Store.

Sign #3: Condemned!

Sign #4: 8675309.

Bottle #2: Barbarian's castle lies to the south.

Sign #5: Fantasy Island.

Sign #6: For sale.

Sign #7: Murray's resort Isle!

If Noraston is Captured: Noraston has fallen! All is lost.

After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!

Victory: "The sorceresses send their regards for your aid, and promise to make available their best practitioners while you remain in my service. My good general, I require your counsel. The time draws near when we must prepare and launch an attack against my evil brother. My advisers have given me mixed advice. Half say that I should send you to gather troops for an attack against the lords that remain loyal to Archibald, while the other half tell me to send you on a quest through the travel gates to find the fabled Ultimate Crown. What say you?"

Scenario 7: The Gauntlet (Choose Between This & Scenario 8)

Scenario Description: Gather as large an army as possible and capture the enemy castle within 8 weeks. You are opposed by only one enemy, but must travel a long way to get to the enemy castle. Any troops you have in your army at the end of this scenario will be with you in the final battle.

Introduction: You have just 8 weeks to build your army and conquer a town on the other side of a distant river. There are three paths to take, which will you choose?

Sign for Path #1: Knight's Trail.

Sign for Path #2: Sorceress Forest. Show respect for nature!

Sign for Path #3: Wizardwood. Magicians Welcome!

Warning #1: Just 30 days left!

Warning #2: Just ONE week left!

If Time Limit Passes: You have failed to complete your quest in time. All is lost.

After Capturing Lakeside: You have captured Lakeside! You are victorious.

Victory: "I see that you have gathered your force and are poised to attack Archibald's defenders. Due to a desperate counteroffensive upon my holdings here in the West, I am unable to send you aid in this crucial hour. I can only hope that the forces you have gathered, magical or otherwise, are sufficient to the task. Lord Haart will assist you in your endeavor. Oh, and one more thing - be sure to capture General Corlagon. If we can deny Archibald his wisdom, Archibald will fall more easily."

Scenario 8: The Crown (Choose Between This & Scenario 7)

Scenario Description: Find the Crown before Archibald's heroes find it. Roland will need the Crown for the final battle.

Introduction: Archibald has also sent an army to find the Crown, you must find it first or all is lost.

Reminder: Message from Roland. "We cannot hope to defeat Archibald without the Crown. We are counting on you."

If Enemy Discovers Crown: The enemy has found the Ultimate Artifact. Your quest is a failure.

Discovering the Crown: Congratulations! After spending many hours digging here, you have uncovered the Ultimate Crown.

After Discovering Crown: You have found the Ultimate Artifact. Your quest is complete.

Victory: "I see that you have gathered your force and are poised to attack Archibald's defenders. Due to a desperate counteroffensive upon my holdings here in the West, I am unable to send you aid in this crucial hour. I can only hope that the forces you have gathered, magical or otherwise, are sufficient to the task. Lord Haart will assist you in your endeavor. Oh, and one more thing - be sure to capture General Corlagon. If we can deny Archibald his wisdom, Archibald will fall more easily."

Scenario 9: Corlagon's Defense

Scenario Description: Three allied enemies stand before you and victory, including Lord Corlagon. Roland is in a castle to the northwest, and you will lose if he falls to the enemy. Remember that capturing Lord Corlagon will ensure that he will not fight against you in the final scenario.

Introduction: Message from Roland. "General, I have sent most of our troops and material ahead to the region of the final conflict with Archibald. Unfortunately, Lord Corlagon has cut us off from the rest of our army. I will be awaiting your victory in a castle across the west river. I should be safe from attack."

If Roland is Lost: You have lost the hero Roland. Your quest is over.

After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!

Victory: "At last, the war draws to an end. My brother refuses to surrender in the face of your army, and instead sends his undead armies to continue their war against his own people. I must redirect the forces you so cleverly led to victory against General Corlagon to the defense of the people. I have decided to put Lord Haart in charge of the defense and you in charge of the attack against my brother's weakened armies. You have free access to the holdings you recently confiscated from Archibald's vassals. Use them wisely and capture my brother! Let us bring this civil war to an end!"

Scenario 10: Final Justice

Scenario Description: This is the final battle. Both you and your enemy are armed to the teeth, and all are allied against you. Capture Archibald to end the war!

Introduction: Message from Roland. "General, circumstances permit me to take a hand in the events of this final conflict. I have your spoils of war with me and I will follow your advice explicitly."

Sphinx #1: Who is the true King? (Answer: Archibald)

Sphinx #2: A Dragon, A Cyclops, or an Undead. King of the Centaurs, His name is....?" (Answer: Mr Ed)

Sign #1: The River Styx.

Bottle #1: Archibald is hiding at the end of the river.

Bottle #2: Restricted area. Do not enter!

Bottle #3: Turn Back Now or all will be LOST!

Bottle #4: Turn Back or DIE!

Bottle #5: Trespassers will be EATEN!

Bottle #6: Is it something I said? Go back and I will forget the whole thing.

Bottle #7: So you think you're smart?

Bottle #8: Welcome to your DOOM!

If Roland is Lost: You have lost the hero Roland. Your quest is over.

After Defeating Archibald: You captured Brindamoor! You are victorious.

Victory: "Brother Archibald, for your crimes against the kingdom and myself, I give you a mercy you surely would not have shown me. I sentence you to be turned to stone and locked in the west tower, until future generations should take pity on you and restore you to life, if they ever do. In any case, you may rest assured you will never lay eyes upon the Crown again."

Archibald's Campaign

Archibald Ironfist: "Thank you for choosing to serve me. You will find that I can be a very generous lord to vassals who remain faithful, which is more than I can say for the cowardly lords who refuse to take the oath from me. I am King! Not Roland! No one can stand before me and refuse to serve! Go! I have allocated a sum of gold for the purpose of making an example of the lords closest to my castle. Crush them, and report back to me by means of the magical amulet I have sent you."

Scenario 1: First Blood

Scenario Description: King Archibald requires you to defeat the three enemies in this region. They are not allied with one another, so they will spend most of their energy fighting amongst themselves. You will win when you own all of the enemy castles and there are no more heroes left to fight.

Introduction: You face three opponents in this scenario. Capture their castles and their heroes to prove your worthiness to Archibald.

Victory: "Excellent work, my good general. I think we've made an impression, don't you? The lords nearest us will certainly profess loyalty, although the more distant ones still waver. I think, however, we will require a second demonstration. In the frozen wastes to the north of us, the Krashaw region, are a number of barbarian tribes that my father did not bother to conquer. These barbarians can be powerful if organized, but fortunately, they never managed it. I'm sending you there to conquer and unify them. They'll make excellent foot soldiers in our efforts to put down my brother's rebellion."

Scenario 2: Barbarian Wars

Scenario Description: You must unify the barbarian tribes of the north by conquering them. As in the previous mission, the enemy is not allied against you, but they have more resources at their disposal. You will win when you own all of the enemy castles and there are no more heroes left to fight.

Introduction: Well placed bribes have won you a stronghold near the warring Barbarians. Be advised that given their proximity an unguarded castle is an open invitation to defeat.

Victory: "I... have a decision to make. It has come to my attention has Roland has struck an alliance with the King of the Dwarves. I am certain you recognize the potential danger this alliance presents to my - er, our position. At the same time, I have received a plea for help from the Necromancers' Guild. It seems that the Wizards' Guild has moved against their ancient rivals, while they believe the royal forces to be otherwise occupied. The question I put to you, my general, is: shall we shatter the Dwarven alliance, or shall we rescue the Necromancers' Guild?"

Scenario 3: Necromancers (Choose Between This & Scenario 4)

Scenario Description: Do-gooder wizards have taken the Necromancers' castle. You must retake it to achieve victory. Remember that while you start with a powerful army, you have no castle and must take one within 7 days, or lose this battle. (Hint: The nearest castle is to the southeast.)

Introduction: The Wizards who have captured the Necromancers' town have wasted no time in building defenses designed to stop you, and their last castle has just been completed. Fortunately, only a Captain of the Guard and a small garrison are currently present. If you hurry, you should be able to capture the castle before they have a chance to reinforce it!

After Recapturing Necromancer Castle: You captured Quick Silver! You are victorious.

Victory: "Congratulations! You have simultaneously weakened our enemies, the Wizards, and strengthened our friends, the Necromancers. The Necromancers' Guild sends its undying gratitude, and wishes to inform you that one of their best practitioners will always be available to serve you for as long as you serve me. And now I must direct you to an urgent military matter involving the Lorendale Valley barons. Two have openly declared support for my rebel brother - a crime that I cannot tolerate! You must generate an army from scratch, using the castles of two of my loyal supporters. Do not fail me." 

Betrayal Offer: "General, this is Roland, your rightful King. I have a proposal for you. Come and fight on my side. You and I both know that you are wrong to work for my evil brother. It must gnaw at your conscience to know that you serve an unjust usurper, and for what reward? Money? I can give you money, too. I offer not just riches, but honor, duty, and purpose. Come join me and serve the cause of justice. Now, what say you?"

Scenario 4: Slay the Dwarves (Choose Between This & Scenario 3)

Scenario Description: The Dwarves need conquering before they can interfere in King Archibald's plans. Roland's forces have more than one hero and many towns to start with, so be ready for attack from multiple directions. You must capture all of the enemy towns and castles to claim victory.

Introduction: Scouts report the enemy's stronghold lies to the Southwest. Our swift arrival has caught them by surprise. If you move quickly their resistance will be minimal.

Sign #1: Danger, Dragons abound!

Sign #2: Dwarf Hall, domain of the dwarf King.

Victory: "Well done, General. The King of the Dwarves was so unhappy with your work that he has sent me some hate-mail. It reads, "To Archibald Ironfist, Murderous and Vile Usurper: We bid you down, down, down to burn forever in the fires of eternal damnation! We pray that your foul general, who we name forevermore Dwarfbane, joins you in this fate." (Laughs.) How charming! The King of the Ogres has also sent a message on this matter. It seems that they were pleased with the outcome, and have offered to permanently ally with us and send us troops. And now I must direct you to an urgent military matter involving the Lorendale Valley barons. Two have openly declared support for my rebel brother - a crime that I cannot tolerate! You must generate an army from scratch using the castles of two of my loyal supporters. I will view failure with... displeasure."

Betrayal Offer: "General, this is Roland, your rightful King. I have a proposal for you. Come and fight on my side. You and I both know that you are wrong to work for my evil brother. It must gnaw at your conscience to know that you serve an unjust usurper, and for what reward? Money? I can give you money, too. I offer not just riches, but honor, duty, and purpose. Come join me and serve the cause of justice. Now, what say you?"

If Your Heroes Attack Dwarves or Battle Dwarves From This Point On: "The Dwarfbane!!!! Run for your lives."

If Your Heroes Attack Ogres or Ogre Lords From This Point On: The ogres recognize you as the Dwarfbane and lumber over to join you.

If Your Heroes Attack Ogres or Ogre Lords From This Point On (With Full Army): The ogres give you a grunt of recognition, "Archibald's allies may pass."

Scenario 5: Turning Point

Scenario Description: Your enemies are allied against you and start close by, so be ready to come out fighting. You will need to own all four castles in this small valley to win.

Introduction: One of your "allies" has joined Roland. You are now facing three castles, all belonging to the enemy. Good luck!

Sign #1: Long live Roland the true King!

Victory: "My pet necromancer overheard your conversation with my brother. You chose wisely. My brother doesn't stand a prayer of winning this war, and your head would have joined his on the chopping block. But don't fear - if you continue to serve me well, I will reward you with an Earldom at my brother's summer palace. Now to business. The peasants that plow my fields are staging a rebellion directed by Roland's men. I am directing you to put this rebellion down, and capture the leaders of the rebellion. I am sending Lord Corlagon to aid you in your fight."

Scenario 5 (If Roland-Aligned Player Turned to Archibald's Side): Betrayal

Scenario Description: Switching sides leaves you with three castles against the enemy's one. This battle will be the easiest one you will face for the rest of the war... traitor.

Introduction: You have received a message from Roland. "I am shocked! I had thought better of you, but I was terribly wrong. Now you'll have to live with your dark decision for the rest of your life."

Sign #1: Long live Roland the true King!

Victory: "Welcome to the winning side. You will see that I am an easy man to work for: I reward success and punish failure. If you are faithful and we win this war, I will grant you an Earldom. Now to business. The peasants that plow my fields are staging a rebellion directed by Roland's men. I am ordering you to put this rebellion down, and capture the leaders of the rebellion. I am sending Lord Corlagon to aid you in your fight."

Scenario 6: Rebellion

Scenario Description: You must put down a peasant revolt led by Roland's forces. All are allied against you, but you have Lord Corlagon, an experienced hero, to help you. Capture all enemy castles to win.

Introduction: You have received a message from Archibald. "General, these peasants deserve punishment. Put them to the sword and let Corlagon have his way with them."

Victory: "Your punishment of the peasants was inspiring! An exemplary job! Our next move is to conquer the rural lords near Roland's castle. While these lords can be defeated using conventional methods, it is the firm opinion of my chief warlock adviser that the aid of the Dragon King would be an effective weapon against our enemies. Unfortunately, the Dragon King will not help us voluntarily. What is your counsel, my general? Shall we launch an immediate attack against Roland's vassals, or shall we first conquer the dragons?"

Scenario 7: Dragon Master (Optional)

Scenario Description: There are two enemies allied against you in this mission. Both are well armed and seek to evict you from their island. Avoid them and capture Dragon City to win.

Introduction: Your arrival here was a surprise to those sworn to guard Dragon Isle, and you were able to quickly capture one of their castles. Use caution, though, for two other guardians remain in this jungle.

Bottle #1: After a long search of the island, I have discovered that there is no way for me to escape without help. I cannot steal a ship from one of the coastal castles, and I dare not venture into the desert unless I wish to become Dragon food. Should anyone find this, I beg of you, please send a ship and get me off this cursed island! -Sir Christian.

Sign #1: Valley of the Kings.

Sphinx #1: What is time spent poorly? (Answer: Waste.)

After Capturing Dragon City: Dragon City has fallen! You are now the Master of the Dragons.

Victory: "Well done! The Dragon King is cooperating with us now, and I have him on a short leash! (Dragon King roars, Archibald laughs.) They will supply extra forces for our armies and will cooperate if we encounter any in the wild. Carry on with the attack against Roland's vassals."

If Your Heroes Attack Green Dragons, Red Dragons, or Black Dragons From This Point On: The dragons, snarling and growling, agree to join forces with you, their 'Ally.'

If Your Heroes Attack Green Dragons, Red Dragons, or Black Dragons From This Point On (With Full Army): The dragons see you and call out. "Our alliance with King Archibald compels us to join you. Unfortunately you have no room. A pity!" They quickly scatter.

Scenario 8: Country Lords

Scenario Description: Your orders are to conquer the country lords that have sworn to serve Roland. All of the enemy castles are unified against you. Since you start without a castle, you must hurry to capture one before the end of the week. Capture all enemy castles for victory.

Introduction: The country lords have allied and pooled their resources into one command. Not only have they massed their forces in the north, but they have sent a Knight to the west to steal your supplies. Scouts report a castle to the east that would be ideal as a base of operations.

Sign #1: The North road to Roland's castle.

Victory: "Your swift elimination of those country lords almost makes it look easy! Perhaps next time you should slow down a little, just to give them a sporting chance! (Laughs.) The time to prepare for the final attack against Roland has come! My advisers are of two minds: one is that we should focus our efforts on gathering the armies necessary to defeat Roland, while the other is to search for the Ultimate Artifact. Since you are the man in the field, what is your decision?"

Scenario 9: The Crown (Choose Between This & Scenario 10)

Scenario Description: Find the Crown before Roland's heroes find it. Archibald will need the Crown for the final battle with Roland.

Introduction: Spies report Roland has sent a hero to search for the Crown. If he finds it first, all is lost!

Reminder: Message from Archibald. "Do not dare to return without my Crown."

If Enemy Discovers Crown: The enemy has found the Ultimate Artifact. Your quest is a failure.

Discovering the Crown: Congratulations! After spending many hours digging here, you have uncovered the Ultimate Crown.

After Discovering Crown: You have found the Ultimate Artifact. Your quest is complete.

Victory: "Our finest hour is upon us! Roland's forces have retreated to the province around his castle, and Roland - the fool - cowers in his summer palace, awaiting our final strike! You have gathered your forces for this final battle - now, go! Crush the rebellion, and bring my brother back in chains!"

Scenario 10: Greater Glory (Choose Between This & Scenario 9)

Scenario Description: Gather as large an army as possible and capture the enemy castle within 8 weeks. You are opposed by only one enemy, but must travel a long way to get to the enemy castle. Any troops you have in your army at the end of this scenario will be with you in the next.

Introduction: You have just 8 weeks to build your army and conquer a town on the other side of a distant river. There are three paths to take, which will you choose?

Sign #1: This way to the Necromancer Forest.

The Thicket: You find an old signpost in the midst of a thicket that reads "Warlock Wood, West. Barbarian Fields, East."

Warning #1: Just 30 days left!

Warning #2: Just ONE week left!

If Time Limit Passes: You have failed to complete your quest in time. All is lost.

After Capturing Middle Gate: You captured Middle Gate! You are victorious.

Victory: "Our finest hour is upon us! Roland's forces have retreated to the province around his castle, and Roland - the fool - cowers in his summer palace, awaiting our final strike! You have gathered your forces for this final battle - now, go! Crush the rebellion, and bring my brother back in chains!"

Scenario 11: Apocalypse

Scenario Description: This is the final battle. Both you and your enemy are armed to the teeth, and all are allied against you. Capture Roland to win the war, and be sure not to lose Archibald in the fight!

Introduction: Message from Archibald. "General, thank you for bringing me this lovely gift. I have decided to participate directly in the capture of my brother Roland. Since your military advice has taken us this far, I will follow your orders to the letter."

Sign #1 & #2: You are now entering the domain of Prince Roland. Have a pleasant stay.

Sign #3: The King's Road.

Sign #4: The Queen's Road.

Bottle #1: What are you doing here?

Sign #5: Do not enter!

Sign #6: Turn back now!

Sign #7: Abandon all hope!

Sign #8: Welcome to your DOOM!

If Archibald is Lost: You have lost the hero Archibald. Your quest is over.

After Defeating Roland: You captured Sandcaster! You are victorious.

Victory: "Well, Roland, it seems I've won our little contest. But don't worry - not only have I decided to spare your life, but I am appointing you monarch of the Western Tower. You will be the ruler of a mighty empire, one whose every crack and crevice you will know... in ten minutes. Perhaps I will come and visit your splendid court... when you're not entertaining important... rats and spiders! (Laughs.)"

HEROES II - THE PRICE OF LOYALTY

Price of Loyalty

Woman: "Viscount Kraeger, a companion of your youth and commander of the Empire's northern reaches, has turned against the Emperor in open rebellion. Though he lacks the forces to topple the throne directly, he has embarked on a quest for a legendary artifact that will grant him powers great enough to destroy us all. The Emperor has called upon you to march forth with your armies. Destroy the rebel Kraeger, and claim the artifact for the glory of the Empire."

Scenario 1: Uprising

Scenario Description: Subdue the unruly local lords in order to provide the Empire with facilities to operate in this region.

Introduction: Because the Darkscale Valley is so barren, the Emperor will be sending wood to you every week. Use it wisely, for it is all you shall have.

Weekly Wood Shipment: The wood has arrived.

Victory: "You have succeeded in suppressing the rebellious northern provinces, and now you must pursue the traitor into the Darkscale Mountains. The Emperor's Archmage has obtained some knowledge of the artifact Kraeger seeks: it is composed of three pieces that must be brought together for their full power to be unlocked. Even now, the traitor is beginning his search for the first piece, deep within the mountains. Uncover it before it falls into his hands; without it we will never be able to discover the location of the other pieces."

Scenario 2: Island of Chaos

Scenario Description: Eliminate all opposition in this area. Then the first piece of the artifact will be yours.

Introduction: The first piece of the artifact now lies in the hands of the Unholy Order of Warlocks. You must annihilate them, and their allies to the north. They will surely give us what we seek in exchange for their feeble lives.

After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!

Victory: "With your successful retrieval of the artifact, Kraeger has fled to the west, toward Glaive Island, where the next piece of the artifact is said to be hidden. Unfortunately, Kraeger has discovered a secret way through the Darkscale Mountains, and is well ahead of you. You face a choice of perils. You may wish to follow Kraeger along the hidden path known as the Abyss, but you will face mortal perils. Nonetheless, this is the faster route. Your other choice is to circle the mountains, through the forests to the south and west. These are elven lands, however, and there are those within who might take great affront should your forces disturb their shadowed glens."

Scenario 3: Arrow's Flight (Choose Between This & Scenario 4)

Scenario Description: The sorceresses to the northeast are rebelling! For the good of the Empire you must crush their feeble uprising on your way to the mountains.

Introduction: This area must be secured for the sake of the Empire. Our spies have reported a discord between The Kingdom of the Knights to the north, and that of the oppressive sorceresses to the northeast. Perhaps this feud can be exploited for our gain...

Encounter with the Old Elf #1: An old elf is sitting on a rock in a glen, pounding on the shackles on his feet with a stone. You help him remove them and ask him his tale. "I'm a deserter from Drakonia's army. She has enslaved all the elves to support her madness. She must be stopped." Then he slips into the woods without a sound, leaving behind just his cloak.

Encounter with the Old Elf #2: As you enter the small clearing, you see a familiar figure talking to a group of halflings and soldiers. You stay awhile and listen to his speech. "The time to throw off these chains of tyranny is now! We must strike at the heart of her empire, and destroy the evil that she has brought to our land." As the old elf finishes speaking, he gets up from his mossy seat and once again blends into the woods with incredible grace.

Encounter with the Old Elf #3: As you approach the barrier, you see the old elf you helped free. This time, however, you see that he is wearing a cape of fine weave, and a wooden crown is on his head. He sees your forces, and says "Take this sword, and with it, strikes down Drakonia and help free my people." The old elf then strides regally into the woods.

Encounter with the Old Elf #4: You cautiously ride through the trees, looking out for enemy assaults, when suddenly, the old elf is beside you. "Your quest is almost at an end, my friend. All that remains is for you to lay siege to these last few castles. The fate of my people rests upon your final battles here. May the gods be with you as well." He turns to leave, but you ask him his name before he is gone. Over his shoulder, as he is leaving he says "I am Ilthanis, king of the elves."

Victory: "As you have proven responsible for the removal of a hated rival, the elven lord Ilthanis has agreed to support the Empire in its hunt for Kraeger. He has promised to give you a tithe of wood, and any elven forces you encounter will aid you in your quest. However, there is also less fortunate news. The traitor has already unearthed the second piece of the artifact upon Glaive Isle. Turn your attention to the north, where the last piece lies deep within the snowy wastes. A great barbarian kingdom straddles the passes to the northlands, and you must subdue these fierce raiders before your expedition to the far north may proceed."

If Your Heroes Attack Elves or Grand Elves From This Point On: As you approach the group of elves, their leader calls them all to attention. He shouts to them, "Who of you is brave enough to join this fearless ally of ours?" The group explodes with cheers as they run to join your ranks.

If Your Heroes Attack Elves or Grand Elves From This Point On (With Full Army): The elves stand at attention as you approach. Their leader calls to you and says, "Let us not impede your progress, ally! Move on, and may victory be yours."

Scenario 4: The Abyss (Choose Between This & Scenario 3)

Scenario Description: Having prepared for your arrival, Kraeger has arranged for a force of necromancers to thwart your quest. You must capture the castle of Scabsdale before the first day of the third week, or the Necromancers will be too strong for you.

Sign #1: Way of might.

Sign #2: Way of magic.

Sign #3: Way of numbers.

If Time Limit Passes: You have failed to complete your quest in time. All is lost.

After Capturing Scabsdale: You captured Scabsdale! You are victorious.

Victory: "Alas, Kraeger has already retrieved the second piece from Glaive Isle, and all that remains is to race for the northern wastes to seek out the last piece. Whoever regains this piece will have an advantage when it comes time to bring the traitor to ground. Curiously, our scouts have returned with strange tales of verdant green lands in midst of the snowy wastes. Whether these tales are true or merely the ramblings of snow-blinded travelers, none can tell."

Scenario 5: The Giant's Pass (Available only if Scenario 3 has been completed)

Scenario Description: The barbarian despot in this region is, as yet, unaware of your presence. Quickly, build up your forces before you are discovered and attacked! Secure the region by subduing all enemy forces.

Victory: "Alas, Kraeger has already retrieved the second piece from Glaive Isle, and all that remains is to race for the northern wastes to seek out the last piece. Whoever regains this piece will have an advantage when it comes time to bring the traitor to ground. Curiously, our scouts have returned with strange tales of verdant green lands in midst of the snowy wastes. Whether these tales are true or merely the ramblings of snow-blinded travelers, none can tell."

Scenario 6: Aurora Borealis

Scenario Description: The Empire is weak in this region. You will be unable to completely subdue all forces in this area, so take what you can before reprisal strikes. Remember, your true goal is to claim the Helmet of Anduran.

Introduction: The third piece of the artifact is somewhere to the north, that much we know. We are still unsure of its exact location, but our spies are out gathering information. The forces in this area are too strong to be completely subjugated, so take what you can and hold on to it tightly.

Update #1: We have just learned that the artifact is on an island north of this continent. However, there does not appear to be any means to get there. Stay very alert for any possible way across the narrow channel.

Sign #1: Paper can gain you what wood and sail cannot.

Update #2: Our spies have discovered that the barbarian hordes are now receiving support from Kraeger! You must hurry and find the third piece before your forces here are crushed!

After Capturing Helmet of Anduran from Zam: You have captured the necromancer Zam. Your quest is at an end.

Victory: "The Emperor's Archmage has made a crucial discovery, plucked from the thoughts of Kraeger himself as he fled the battle for the third artifact piece. Kraeger is not alone in his treachery! A cabal of Necromancers within the heart of the Empire itself has guided him towards the artifacts they sought. Now we may strike at the source of this chaos which threatens the Empire. Gather the Emperor's armies and destroy the cabal, and with it, the traitor who has evaded you these many months."

Scenario 7: Betrayal's End (Optional)

Scenario Description: For the good of the Empire, eliminate Kraeger.

Introduction: Regrettably, you have no castle with which to begin your assault. Fortunately, however, Kraeger's forces are weak here in the south, and you have bribed a rebel necromancer to aid you in the beginning of your conquest.

Sign #1: These lands are beholden to Lord Kraeger.

Sign #2: In this glen there live some very naughty halflings. Stay away!

Trapped Halflings: As you make your way through the last of the golem debris, a group of halflings runs towards you carrying fruit and flowers. "Thank you so much!" their leader exclaims. "We've been trapped in here for ever! Come by our homes, we'll pack up and go with you!"

After Defeating Lord Kraeger: You have captured the enemy hero Lord Kraeger! Your quest is complete.

Victory: "It appears that Kraeger fell under the sway of the necromancers by means of magic. With the power of the Helm you have freed his mind and put an end to his rebellion. With this knowledge in mind, the Emperor may show leniency for his rebellion when he faces the justice of the Empire. But regardless of such matters, you have reclaimed the final piece of the artifact, and now its full power is at the command of the Empire. Take up its might and wield it against our true foes! Destroy the necromancers and their nest of treachery and deceit!"

Scenario 8: Corruption's Heart

Scenario Description: At last, you have the opportunity and the facilities to rid the Empire of the necromancers' evil. Eradicate them completely, and you will be sung as a hero for all time.

Sign #1: This land and all others are now under the sole ownership of Ibn Fadlan, the Undead King. Any disregard for His Majesty's sovereign rule is to be punished by death most horrendous.

Bottle #1: Beware the sirens!

Bottle #2: I am one of the few remaining survivors of the wrecked pleasure ship, Exorbitance. I think we'll all be dead of hunger soon, for we are out of caviar. We ate the chef yesterday.

Bottle #3: You must, like, forsake earthly wealth and, like, join us on the island of the lotus eaters.

Island of the Lotus Eaters: As you make your way to the shrine, some very thin and hollow-eyed men come out of the flower patch and stare at you. Seeing that you want the gold, one of them says to you, "Hey, man, if you're, like, so lusty for earthly wealth, then, like, have this too." You graciously take what they have offered and back out of the clearing.

Sign #2: Valley of the Damned.

After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!

Victory: "The might of our vast empire is maintained throughout the ages with the great wisdom of of the Emperor to guide us and the strength of our noble heroes to protect us. You claim that Viscount Kraeger - a former friend and compatriot of yours - did not act of his own will in the uprising, but was held under the magical influence of the necromancers. Be that as it may, he has been seen by the people of our lands to raise arms against the Empire. Such an act cannot go unpunished. You may rejoice, however, for the Emperor has chosen to grant you all lands and titles that Kraeger possessed, in return for your great service and obedience. Such is the price of loyalty."

Descendants

Old Man: "Many generations ago, before this kingdom came to power, the land was the battleground for a handful of warring tribes. The barbarian Jarkonas, first of a long line of rulers, had a vision: to conquer and unify the tribes..."

Scenario 1: Conquer and Unify

Scenario Description: Conquer and unify all the tribes. Don't lose the hero Jarkonas, forefather of all descendants.

If Jarkonas is Lost: You have lost the hero Jarkonas. Your quest is over.

Victory: "Several generations passed, and the kingdom which Jarkonas had established grew and prospered freely. But then, in the east, the kingdom of Harondale grew to power, and a bitter rivalry over the borders began."

Scenario 2: Border Towns

Scenario Description: Your rival, the kingdom of Harondale, is attacking weak towns on your border! Recover from the first strike and crush them completely.

Victory: "King Jarkonas the Third, grandson of Ethania, lay on his deathbed and pondered the fate of his weakening kingdom: the constant struggle with its enemies had taken a heavy toll. He knew that if the kingdom were to again prosper, it would need aid from distant relatives. The final choice he had to make was this: send help to recruit Crazy Uncle Ivan the warmonger and his barbarian clan, or send a search party out to look for the family's wayward son Joseph, a wizard of some repute."

Scenario 3: The Wayward Son (Choose Between This & Scenario 4)

Scenario Description: Find your wayward son Joseph who is rumored to be living in the desolate lands. Do it before the first day of the third month or it will be of no help to your family.

Introduction: These lands are desolate and for the most part devoid of resources. Not even the bravest heroes dare to venture into them, and plants are rare and precious here. Who knows what else awaits?

The Valley: Dark clouds loom overhead as you enter this valley.

Village #1: This village is in extremely poor shape. There is no chance of getting more than some of the lesser creatures here.

Village #2: This village appears to be in little better shape than the first one you saw. As you approach the village an old man hands you a slip of paper, with the following message, "Joseph lives in the town of IslandHome."

Halfway Point: You send this letter back to the King, "A month has passed and we have not discovered the wizard Joseph. I only hope that we are able to locate him in time to aid us in our struggle."

Reminder #1: Only a month remains in which to find Joseph.

Village #3: This rundown village looks like it was once the epicenter of an enormous, but now ruined, city. Under a pile of rubble you find an object which looks like it has lain there for ages.

Village #4: Compared to the rest of the villages in this land, this village seems grand, but in any other land it would seem poor. From here you can see the tall spires of the Warlock's tower of Dragons.

Nomad Camp: Many dust plumes rise from the floor of this small valley. You see various bands of nomads roaming about, and in the distant, the bright flames of their camp.

Reminder #2: In two more weeks, if you have not located Joseph, your Kingdom will surely lose its current battle with Harondale.

Reminder #3: This is the last week you have to find the rebel wizard Joseph! Good Luck in your quest.

If Time Limit Passes: You have failed to complete your quest in time. All is lost.

After Capturing IslandHome: You captured IslandHome! You are victorious.

Victory: "In the 200th year since the unification of the tribes, during the dark times of the family, a scout came frantically riding from the southern border towns. He reported that a barbarian horde had taken several outposts and burned down another. Geldria, the queen at the time, sent an army south to reclaim the lost towns and secure the border."

Scenario 4: Crazy Uncle Ivan (Choose Between This & Scenario 3)

Scenario Description: Rescue your crazy uncle Ivan. Find him before the first day of the fourth month or it will be no help to your kingdom.

Introduction: Your advance scouts come riding back to you with the following news. They believe they have found signs that Uncle Ivan was in this general area, and that he made his way to the north many months ago. Also they say there is a town nearby and many resources to the east.

Clue #1: You notice some runes hastily scrawled into a rock by your feet. They look like Uncle Ivan's handwriting!

Clue #2: One of your troops reports a tiny cave nearby. Upon investigating, you discover a small cache of goods. In the dirt by them is etched 'Ivan'.

Clue #3: As you approach, you hear whispered mentions of "the wild barbarian who passed this way months before". One of the villagers approaches you and hands you an object, saying, "The wild one dropped this. You must be his kin. Therefore I give it to you. But beware! Many in the village will not be as friendly as I."

Clue #4: Snagged on a thorny bush, you discover a scrap of cloth. The design on it looks like the coat of arms of Ivan's horse!

Clue #5: Someone notices a piece of parchment lying behind a clump of grass. You pick it up. It looks to be a page from a journal, and it reads, "... made it past the first guardians. Hopefully will reach the ancient desert city soon. Only hope my forces are strong enough to survive..."

Clue #6: There are remnants of a mighty battle fought here, not too long ago. It looks as if whoever came this way may have made this their final stop.

If Time Limit Passes: You have failed to complete your quest in time. All is lost.

After Capturing IvanHome: You have captured IvanHome! You are victorious.

Victory: "In the 200th year since the unification of the tribes, during the dark times of the family, a scout came frantically riding from the southern border towns. He reported that a barbarian horde had taken several outposts and burned down another. Geldria, the queen at the time, sent an army south to reclaim the lost towns and secure the border."

Scenario 5: The Southern War

Scenario Description: Destroy the barbarians who are attacking the southern border of your kingdom! Recover your fallen towns, and then invade the jungle kingdom. Leave no enemy standing.

Introduction: The castle of Drakonran in the east has been taken by the barbarians! Two other towns to the west have also been taken, but the barbarian armies were fairly decimated in the process.

Sign #1: The cities of the plains.

Sign #2: The Western Town.

Sign #3: The Eastern Town.

Sign #4: The Valley of Aruk.

After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!

Victory: "As war and unrest threatened to topple the kingdom of Jarkonas, a blow came which might have crushed it. The castle of Ivory Gates fell, due to the treacherous actions of a spy from Harondale. The ruler at the time, Ethania Geldria the Second, had to decide whether it was better to send for help from the elves, or attempt to retake the fallen castle directly."

Scenario 6: Ivory Gates (Choose Between This & Scenario 7)

Scenario Description: Retake the castle of Ivory Gates, which has fallen due to treachery.

After Capturing Ivory Gates: You captured Ivory Gates! You are victorious.

Victory: "Now, I suppose it is up to me, Jarkonas the Sixth, to finish what my ancestors started. Our family has grown stronger since Ivory Gates was recaptured many years ago, and Harondale's luck has turned against them in battles on other fronts. In the morning, I will launch an offensive against Harondale's main territory. One way or another, this long feud will soon be at an end."

Scenario 7: The Elven Lands (Choose Between This & Scenario 6)

Scenario Description: Gain the favor of the elves. They will not allow trees to be chopped down, so we will send you wood every two weeks. You must complete your mission before the first day of the seventh month, or the Kingdom will surely fall.

Introduction: The diplomats who were sent here ahead of you report that the elves will only cooperate with you if you will recover the golden bow for them. It was stolen by their enemies, the dragons, and hidden behind magic barriers.

Weekly Wood Shipment: A shipment of wood has arrived from your kingdom!

Update #1: You notice that mines and resources in the elvish lands are few, and you send word to your kingdom that you will need extra supplies. They should respond within a fortnight.

Weekly Supply Shipment (First Time): You have received a shipment of supplies from your Kingdom! There is a note attached, "These are all we could afford to send you from our treasuries, as the war with Harondale is taxing us greatly. We will send more in two weeks."

Weekly Supply Shipment (After First Time): You have received a shipment of supplies from your Kingdom!

Sign #1: Beware the deadly swamps!

Sign #2: The writing on this sign is too faded to read.

If Time Limit Passes: You have failed to complete your quest in time. All is lost.

Guardian of the Bow: A great black dragon stands before you. It speaks in a surprisingly soft voice, saying, "The elves believe they have sent another hero to reclaim their prize. I believe they have sent me another meal."

Discovering the Bow: The fabled golden bow of the elves lies here in the dust. You take it and journey back to the elven towns. They shower you with their graciousness and the King promises that his people will aid you whenever you seek help.

After Acquiring Golden Bow: You have found the golden bow. Your quest is complete.

Victory: "Now, I suppose, it is up to me, Jarkonas the Sixth, to finish what my ancestors started. Our family has grown stronger since Ivory Gates was recaptured many years ago, and Harondale's luck has turned against them in battles on other fronts. In the morning, I will launch an offensive against Harondale's main territory. One way or another, this long feud will soon be at an end."

If Your Heroes Attack Elves or Grand Elves From This Point On: As you approach the group of elves, their leader calls them all to attention. He shouts to them, "Who of you is brave enough to join this fearless ally of ours?" The group explodes with cheers as they run to join your ranks.

If Your Heroes Attack Elves or Grand Elves From This Point On (With Full Army): The elves stand at attention as you approach. Their leader calls to you and says, "Let us not impede your progress, ally! Move on, and may victory be yours."

Scenario 8: The Epic Battle

Scenario Description: This is the final battle against your rival kingdom of Harondale. Eliminate everyone, and don't lose the hero Jarkonas VI.

If Jarkonas VI is Lost: You have lost the hero Jarkonas VI. Your quest is over.

After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!

Victory: "Harondale's kingdom has fallen under our control, their rulers have all fled to distant lands or been slain, and I am headed back to my castle to live out my final years in peace."

Wizard's Isle

Man: "Tales have recently been told of a mist-wreathed archipelago that has sprung up in the western seas where nothing but water lay before. They are the legendary Shrouded Isles, wherein lies the Fount of Wizardry. It is said that every thousand years they rise forth from the ocean, and that whomsoever claims this power will reign ascendant for the next thousand. Even now your rivals are surely aware of the archipelago's emergence, and are laying plans for its conquest."

Scenario 1: The Shrouded Isles

Scenario Description: Your mission is to vanquish the warring mages in the mystical Shrouded Isles. The completion of this task will give you a fighting chance against your rivals.

Victory: "Through the inhabitants of these isles, you have learned the location of an ancient library. Within this library, an almost endless collection of mystic knowledge might be gleaned. More importantly, within its dusty tomes must surely be information concerning the Fount of Wizardry. With this information you will be able to locate and bind the Fount to your will. Go forth and capture the city of Chronos, wherein you will find the library you seek."

Scenario 2: The Eternal Scrolls

Scenario Description: The great library has been discovered! You must make your way to it, and the city of Chronos in which it lies.

Update #1: One of the seers in your castle comes to you in the morning with urgent news. Your one-time comrade, the wizard Joseph, and his armies have been imprisoned in a jail nearby. His power would surely aid you in your quest to reclaim the library, you think to yourself. Perhaps there is a way to rescue him...

Update #2: One of your aides reports that the castle of Farlien is located on the northeast spur of this island, and is a stronghold for the enemy. He urges you to take it out as soon as possible, and then move onto other islands.

Freeing Joseph: You bribe the entrance guards of this dingy prison camp. They agree to look the other way for a little while.

Sign #1: The Emerald Isle.

Sign #2: The Kingly Wastes.

Sign #3: Those who seek knowledge are welcome to the city of Chronos.

After Capturing Chronos: You have captured Chronos! You are victorious.

Victory: "With the Library now yours to study, the location of the Fount of Wizardry has been revealed to you. Unfortunately, it has already been claimed by one of your rivals! Without the knowledge in the Library of Chronos, it may be some time before they can control its power, but once they do, they will be unstoppable. However, the existence of an artifact of great potency has also been revealed by the Library. This artifact has the power to completely nullify all magic in its presence, a most effective weapon against a rival archmage..." 

Scenario 3: Power's End (Optional)

Scenario Description: Find the Orb of Negation, which is said to be buried in this land. There are clues inscribed on stone obelisks which will help lead you to your prize. Find the Orb before the first day of the sixth month, or your rivals will surely have gotten to the fount before you.

Introduction: Before questing for the Orb of Negation, you must first crush the local opposition. After the Sorceresses are removed from the earth, go east where legend says the Orb lies. You may expect a convoy of supplies in a week or so to aid your conquest.

Update #1: The convoy should have been here by now! Let us hope that it is still safe and on its way.

Update #2: The convoy has at long last arrived. Regrettably, it has been beset by bandits on its journey here, and has far less supplies than we had hoped. Make your way south, for our spies have found rich mines there.

If Time Limit Passes: You have failed to complete your quest in time. All is lost.

Unearthing the Orb: Congratulations! After many hours spent digging here, you have uncovered the Orb of Negation.

Power of the Orb: The Orb of Negation disables all spell casting, for both sides, in combat.

After Acquiring Orb of Negation: You have found the Orb of Negation. Your quest is complete.

Victory: "The Orb of Negation is now yours, and with its power your victory is all but certain. But move quickly, for time is running out, and if the power of the Fount of Wizardry is bound by one of your rivals, not even the Orb will protect you from their power."

Scenario 4: Fount of Wizardry

Scenario Description: You must take control of the castle of Magic, where the Fount of Wizardry lies. Do this and your victory will be supreme.

Introduction: You have hired a barbarian of great power to aid you in this, your last quest. His origins are unknown to you, but you sense strong nobility beneath the furs and dirt that cover him. In addition, the famous explorer, Marco the wizard, is rumored to have wrecked his ship in this new land. Finding him would prove to be a much needed boon to your cause.

Sign #1: Welcome to the Spiral Isles.

Bottle #1: Please...

Bottle #2: Come and...

Bottle #3: Help me...

Bottle #4: I am...

Bottle #5: Being held...

Bottle #6: Prisoner on...

Bottle #7: The island....

Bottle #8: Of the necromancers....

Bottle #9: You're almost there!

Bottle #10: A little bit closer...

Bottle #11: You're here! Oh thank you thank you thank you! I'm in the jail east of the castle. Please hurry!

Sign #2: Notice - those who put messages in bottles will be tortured.

Sign #3: Go away!

Bottle #12: If you value your lives, for God's sake, don't go through this whirlpool!

Refugees: You see a family of refugees making their way from the beach. You ask them about their plight and they tell you that they are from a once great city called Moss Side. They tell you that the castle was destroyed in a great conflagration, and they fled for fear of their lives.

Bottle #13: Island of the meek.

Bottle #14: This land has been claimed by the nation of Neroli. Interlopers are UNWELCOME.

Sign #4: Arm of the Dragon.

Sign #5: Arm of the Crusader.

Sign #6: Arm of the Titan.

Sign #7: Arm of the Cyclops.

Sign #8: Arm of the Phoenix.

After Capturing Magic: You captured Magic! You are victorious.

Victory: "With all your rivals defeated and scattered before you, the Fount of Wizardry is yours. Now you will control the power to shape a new age of magic and unlock the secrets of time itself. Wield this power wisely and you shall become the greatest wizard of this or any other world."

Voyage Home

Gallavant: "On my journey to the outer isles for Lord Alberon, a sudden and ferocious storm wrecked my ship. I and a small contingent of the crew struggled to the shore of an uncharted island. Now, I need to construct a ship large enough to make the voyage back home to the mainland."

Scenario 1: Stranded

Scenario Description: Capture the town on the island off the southeast shore in order to construct a boat and travel back towards the mainland. Do not lose the hero Gallavant.

Introduction: You have washed up on the beach after being shipwrecked. Your goal is to find a way home.

Sign #1: Welcome to the sandy Isle.

If Gallavant is Lost: You have lost the hero Gallavant. Your quest is over.

After Capturing Land's Edge: You captured Land's Edge! You are victorious.

Victory: "Our journey is well underway, and we should be home in a fortnight. By pure luck, we have discovered the notorious Pirate Isles. These pirates have been raiding the coast of Lord Alberon's kingdom for years, and it is my duty to find and eliminate their leader before continuing my journey."

Scenario 2: Pirate Isles

Scenario Description: Find and defeat Martine, the pirate leader, who resides in Pirates Cove. Do not lose Gallavant or your quest will be over.

Sign #1: Beware of Pirates!

Update #1: You hear a rumor from a peasant who lives in the town of Waystop. He says, "The pirates control most of the sulfur mines in this area. They use it for the cannons on their bigger boats. If you want a mine, you'll have to defeat them."

Bottle #1: The note in this bottle has become mostly indecipherable. All you can make out are references to deadly pirates, and hidden gold mines.

Bottle #2: You find a note in the bottle! It reads, "My ship has been wrecked by the notorious pirates in this area! I am stranded on a small and barren island. Please, I beg you to come and rescue me!

The Rescue: A man appears from behind the sand dune. "At last," he says. "Someone has come to rescue me! I am forever grateful. Alas all I have to offer you in return are these souvenirs from my wrecked ship.

Sign #2: Welcome to the Sandbar.

Sign #3: The Isle of Armoria.

Bottle #3: This bottle is empty.

If Gallavant is Lost: You have lost the hero Gallavant. Your quest is over.

After Capturing Pirate Cove: You captured Pirate Cove! You are victorious.

Victory: "I arrived home last night, under the cover of a heavy fog. My cousin met me on the beach. He explained that a civil war had broken out while I was away. To my dismay, the leader of the rebellion is my sister the Necromancer, with whom my family ties are very strong. Now I must decide: should I remain loyal to my Lord Alberon who has treated me honorably in my years of service, or acknowledge the more ancient bond of blood and fight for my sister's cause?"

Scenario 3: King and Country (Choose Between This & Scenario 4)

Scenario Description: Eliminate all the other forces who oppose the rule of Lord Alberon. Gallavant must not die.

Introduction: Lord Alberon calls you into his war room. He says, "I am glad you have chosen to remain loyal to me, but this war is a terrible one for my kingdom. Already, the sorceress' towns to the Northeast have become unsure about their loyalties, and will not pledge allegiance to either side. This is hard on our cities as most of the wood in the land comes from these towns. We will need to recover their sawmills and take their towns by force."

Sign #1: The Royal Gardens.

Sign #2: The Enchanted Forest.

Spirit Guardian: Before you may pass, the spirit guardian of this valley demands tribute.

After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!

Victory: "I made a choice to remain loyal to Lord Alberon, and now my sister is being carted away in chains to be held in prison until death finds her. I have made peace with my decisions, but I sorely wish this conflict had not led to bloodshed."

Scenario 4: Blood Is Thicker (Choose Between This & Scenario 3)

Scenario Description: Overthrow the entrenched monarchy of Lord Alberon and claim all the land in your name. Gallavant must not die.

Introduction: Your sister calls you before her altar in the morning. "I have important news," she says. "The barbarian kingdoms which border this land have agreed to lend us some of their castles and warriors in return for a share of the spoils. I hope victory comes swiftly, but your presence give me strength to stand until whatever end awaits."

Spirit Guardian: Before you may pass, the spirit guardian of this valley demands tribute.

Sign #1: The Enchanted Forest.

Sign #2: The Royal Gardens.

If Gallavant is Lost: You have lost the hero Gallavant. Your quest is over.

After Defeating Final Enemy: The enemy is beaten. Your side has triumphed!

Victory: "The castle of my former Lord Alberon lies burning in the distance, and even though my sister and I have triumphed in our cause, I will never forget the betrayed look in my liege's eyes when he saw me riding against him."


